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Study to monitor the business environment and regulatory
environment affecting the collaborative economy in the EU [1]

"This study assesses the business environment affecting the collaborative economy across six
themes (accommodation, transport, finance, public administration, business support and alignment)
in the 28 EU Member States. The study has established indicators to measure the main features
affecting the development of the collaborative economy. It has developed a “Collaborative Economy
Index” to benchmark the business environment. Based on the Index results, the study puts forward
suggestions for the further development of the collaborative economy in the EU. The study
concludes that there is no single approach for creating a favourable regulatory environment for the
collaborative economy, as most regulations affect both conventional and collaborative economy
actors. Clear definitions for collaborative economy services along with a distinction between peer
and professional activities (e.g. through thresholds) facilitate collaborative economy activities.
Market access requirements proportionate to smaller and less frequent economic transactions, and
enforcement measures tailored to collaborative providers, are additional encouraging factors. The
provision of guidance on taxation and employment rules and support services targeted to the
collaborative economy, although beneficial, are not commonly available. The alignment of regulatory
frameworks within (and across) Member States is also important and it occurs more frequently in the
transport than in the accommodation theme." (p. 9)
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Sectors:
Services [7]
Transport and mobility [8]
Other [9]

Policy changes:
Tax and other economic incentives [10]
Research and innovation policy [11]
Supporting circular economy networks [12]
Standards and prohibitions [13]
Information campaigns/labels [14]

Expected changes of economic processes:
Efficient use of resources [15]
Product as a service [16]
Sharing models [17]
Shift in consumption patterns [18]

Indirect effects on the economy:
Impact on value chains [19]
Change in consumption patterns [20]

Environmental impacts:
Use of resources [21]

Economic impacts:
Growth [22]
Investment [23]
Employment [24]
Economic structure [25]

Time frame for impacts to materialize:
Not specified/not applicable [26]

Enabling factors:
Business models and collaboration between companies in the value chain [27]
Changes to corporate culture [28]
Regulatory environment [29]

Administrative level:
EU [30]
National [31]
Business [32]

Method of valuation:
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Qualitative assessment [33]
Quantitative assessment [34]

The CIRCULAR IMPACTS project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
Programme for Research and Innovation under the Grant Agreement no. 730316.
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